What consumers need, and what brands need to do better.
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Every brand can grow through wellness

No longer a luxury sector of spas, yoga and detox diets, the global wellness economy is worth US$4.5 trillion and is growing twice as fast as the rest of the economy.\(^1\)

The Ogilvy Wellness Gap study has found that for 73% of consumers, it’s also an essential element of a brand’s strategy.

Loosely defined as activities, choices and lifestyles that lead to a state of holistic health and wellbeing, a state of wellness is as personal as our idea of the perfect last meal on earth. Our study invited respondents to tell us how important wellness is, what factors represent wellness for them and what actions they expect brands to take to help them improve their wellness. And that’s not only wellness expectations in the obvious sectors like food, but now extends further into airlines, cars and even financial services.

Our most significant opportunity uncovered by this study is the **critical role of wellness demanded in a brand’s core mission**, and the **gap between expectations and brand delivery**.

This study **helps brands find their place in the growing wellness economy**.

Marion McDonald
Global Practice Leader, Ogilvy Health & Wellness

---

A bottomless well of opportunities

Mind the gap!

Wellness has been growing in importance for many years. Wellness gave birth to new conversations, new expectations, new purposes – both for individuals and companies. Wellness inspired new businesses, new brands, new products, new services, new experiences. Wellness drove companies to pivot their strategy. Wellness revolutionized entire industries. Wellness became as important as health, even for the pharma industry.

Today, 77% of people say wellness is very or extremely important to them. And the global wellness economy is worth US$4.5 trillion, growing twice as fast as the rest of the economy.¹

And yet, consumers are still not satisfied. Hungry for more—80% of people want to improve their wellness. Expecting more—75% feel brands could do more for their wellness. Feeling isolated—only 46% feel that brands take their wellness as a priority.

Take major wellness industries like food and skincare. Industries which have put wellness at the core of their priorities for the last two decades. Now, listen to the consumers: is the food industry doing all it should to help them with their wellness? Only 41% say yes. Is the skincare industry doing all it should to help them with their wellness? Only 53% say yes.

The conclusion is obvious, wellness is still a largely uncharted territory—even for industries which thought they had done their homework. Good news, there are still numerous gaps to fill—and wellness remains synonymous for growth opportunities.

The gold rush has only just begun

Wellness is no longer the preserve of wellness brands. Consumers are very clear about it: 67% say there should be more wellness options, regardless of what they are shopping for. 52% expect categories like cars, banks or airlines to offer wellness options—almost the same score as the snack foods category (56%). Meaning every brand can have a piece of the wellness cake.

¹Global Wellness Economy Monitor. Global Wellness Institute
Consumer logic is fool proof. Most likely, bankers don’t discuss wellness much. But if consumers were in the C-suite of the banking industry, they would. 75% of them think lowering anxiety and stress is the job of a wellness brand. Money being people’s biggest source of stress, they would see immense growth opportunities in wellness.

To cut a long story short, consumers expect every brand to contribute to their wellness. And they agree to pay more for it—precisely, 59% of them. What more could we ask for?

**Social and purpose, the two new faces of wellness**

It’s not new news that wellness is holistic; we’ve known that for a while. But holistic takes a new dimension nowadays.

The traditional physical and mental factors of wellness are still critical—not a surprise in a world where chronic diseases are rapidly increasing, obesity and diabetes appear earlier in life\(^2\) and COVID-19 causes psychological disorders, stress, anxiety and depression\(^3\). That’s why healthy meals, good sleep and time to relax remain people’s top 3 priorities.

What’s new is that wellness is less and less personal and selfish—shifting from “my” wellness to “our” wellness. 53% say a brand that helps them feel connected is a wellness brand. 71% for brands that help them make a positive difference. Personal “wellness bubbles” are worthless unless the rest of the world feels well too. The sentiment of wellness vanishes when people know their favorite brand of hair care or fortified water contributes to populating the Seventh Continent.

Yes, in 2020, wellness has added two facets in addition to physical, psychological wellness: social and purposeful wellness. And again, this opens new opportunities for brands.

Let’s take a word present in so many brand conversations – purpose - and let’s look at it through the wellness lens. Since consumers tell us they feel well when they make a difference in the world, companies should stop thinking purpose as a social responsibility, but as a potential consumer benefit. When they wear Toms shoes, consumers show to the world they have given a pair of shoes to people in need, and it makes them feel good. Caring for people in need is an important consumer benefit of Toms—but more important, a great reason to buy, and a great excuse to purchase, again and again.

---

\(^2\) WHO, The global burden of chronic diseases, 2020

\(^3\) Nader Balar et al, Prevalence of stress, anxiety, depression among the general population during the COVID-19 pandemic: a systematic review and meta-analysis, July 2020
Now, let’s think social wellness. Since people tell us wellness is growingly linked to the sentiment of feeling connected, wellness is an opportunity for brands to tighten the bonds with their communities. And since people integrate wellness in all aspects of their lives, it opens opportunities to converge, partner and build synergies with other brands. In other words, looking at social strategy through the eyes of wellness can help brands grow their brand community exponentially. And when communities get bigger and bigger, when interactions get richer and richer, brands get ready to make the most of social commerce.

**Behaviour and digital, the new frontiers of wellness**

We said it, consumers expect more. 75% say brands could do more to make wellness easier for their customers to achieve. 73% expect them to embrace wellness as part of their core mission. The report shows two conditions for brands to deliver more.

The first condition is to regain trust. As wellness grows in importance in people’s lives, trust and honesty become more important. Even more important after the Covid crisis has revived so many questions, fears and doubts. Indeed, the situation is worrying. “Wellness washing” is a growing sentiment among consumers, with 53% finding it hard to tell the difference between real and fake wellness products and only 41% saying wellness promises are usually believable. Re-establishing brand trust is an undisputable pre-requisite to healthy growth. “Wellness marketing” is dead, people want authentic stories, ingredients they can understand, benefit they can believe and most important, brands that deliver on their promises.

The second condition is to be a better wellness partner for people. Only 46% of people say brands are helping them make their wellness a priority. A clear call to brands to better understand their difficulties to achieve wellness, behave as they wish and respect their commitments. Wellness is not a game you can win if you play alone, and brands have not performed sufficiently well in their partnering role so far.
In trust and partnership we see another opportunity (yes, we told you, wellness is a bottomless well of opportunities), and our conviction is that there are two obvious routes to drive growth.

The first one is the behavioural science route. There are very few playgrounds as fertile as wellness for behavioural science. Achieving wellness is first and foremost a matter of evolving one’s daily habits. It’s a personal, emotional journey, full of barriers and biases to cope with. An on-going challenge to stick to one’s commitments. And putting a behavioural lens on has proved to be game-changing for helping people quit smoking or encouraging them to enjoy healthy eating. We are convinced brands have just exploited a tiny part of what behavioural science can bring to wellness. We are convinced there are dozens, and likely hundreds of unseen opportunities that remain to be unveiled and seized. We are convinced that behavioural science is a new frontier for growth in wellness.

The second one will not be a surprise, it’s the digital route. Digital has revolutionised every wellness market. It’s the prime route to personalised wellness. It allows brands to accompany and support customers at every step of their wellness journey. It helps them share their doubts, fears, small wins and progress on their way together. The digital revolution will continue to bring small and large innovations to market and will remain one of the most important ways to help consumers achieve their wellness goals, and brands to deliver on their promises.

The expansion of the world of wellness is not going to slow down and Covid will accelerate the phenomenon. Consumers want to improve their wellness, significantly. And they expect significantly more from brands. Growth opportunities are there, loads of them, and consumer’s appetite seems to be insatiable for them. But to seize them, brands need to reinvent. To innovate. To play with the new facets of wellness and explore its new frontiers.

At Ogilvy, we would love to accompany them on their journey to growth.

Benoit de Fleurian
Global Planning Lead, Ogilvy Health & Wellness
Wellness is the new purpose

*Every* brand has a wellness role to play

73% say brands need a wellness strategy as part of their core mission. They’re prioritising wellness when they shop, and are acutely aware of the gap.

*Consumers have clear expectations that brands should contribute to their wellness*

80% are taking action to prioritise their wellness, and 75% feel brands could do more to make wellness easier for them to achieve.

*Wellness is less selfish and personal. Social and purposeful are the new aspects.*

More and more people say their wellness is linked to other people’s wellness, including social connections and purposefulness.

*Wellness washing and claim complexity lowers credibility*

Consumer’s trust in “wellness marketing” is at risk. They want brands to be authentic and clear, with ingredients and benefits they can understand.
Wellness Gap: Survey methodology

In April 2020 we conducted an online survey of 7000 people aged 18 – 55 from 14 countries across Europe, Asia, Latam and North America.

Respondents were drawn from panels with an A2, B, C demographic profile, and were screened into low, mid and high income.

We explored:
- how consumers define the characteristics of wellness brands
- how important wellness is to them as part of a brand’s offer
- how brands perform against wellness expectations in 7 key sectors representing over 50% of wellness economy value (food, snacks, skincare, airlines, hotels, finance, cars)
- whether Covid-19 had changed their priorities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>7000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Navigating to the ‘next normal’

The fieldwork for this study was conducted in early April 2020 during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Never before have we seen health and wellness decline so rapidly and simultaneously for millions of people worldwide. As we navigate to the ‘next normal’ and seek to recover and enhance our wellness, we already see evidence that a brand’s wellness mission will become even more critical to growth.

Health and hygiene is one of the three ‘hangover’ factors consumers are focused on in the recovery phase, as described by Kantar².

This means we now operate in a climate of heightened awareness of how a brand enhances or detracts from our wellness going forward. This may well make these findings even more important for brands navigating the next normal.

4. Source: Kantar Covid-19 Impact for Brands webinar, June 5, 2020
1. UNDERSTANDING THE WELLNESS GAP
73% believe brands need to embrace wellness as part of their core mission

66% say that brands in the future will need to have a wellness component in order to survive

41% think wellness claims from brands are believable
There is a wellness gap in every sector

Brands in every sector we studied fail to deliver on the value consumers place on wellness benefits. This gap is ripe with opportunity for growth and innovation.
Understanding the gap

A massive 80% of consumers want to improve their wellness but half of them can’t find the options they want. That’s a huge opportunity for brands to accelerate growth and innovation by becoming customer partners in navigating their wellness journey.

Brands need to address three types of gap:

**The Availability Gap:**
the product or service that consumers expect does not exist

**The Authenticity Gap:**
wellness claims need to be understandable and believable

**The Value Gap:**
wellness needs to balance being good value for money, good for the consumer, and good for the environment
The availability gap

80% of consumers say they want to improve their wellness
75% say brands can do more to help them
41% they can’t find what they want at their preferred shops

People think carefully about the wellness attributes of the things they buy. Brands should use this insight as an opportunity to re-think the role that they can play. Providing products or services that will help your customers is clearly important.

This could involve redesigning existing products and services, innovating new offers, or even expanding into new territory completely. Your customers are giving you permission to create new items of value to them.
The authenticity gap

60% say wellness benefits need to be easy to understand
53% find it hard to tell the difference between real and fake wellness products
Only 41% agree that brands which make wellness promises are usually believable

As people focus on wellness more diligently and look to brands to be better partners, trust and honesty becomes ever more important. More than half of consumers find marketing claims about wellness confusing, and trust is lacking.

We need to stop overwhelming shoppers' brains and revisit wellness language to reduce consumer confusion - from ingredient labelling and instructions for use, to how benefits are described and marketing narratives.
The value gap

73% say a wellness brand should feel like a good choice
60% want good value for money
60% want them to be good for the environment

Consumers are thinking about wellness in a holistic way than includes the impact that their choices have beyond individual benefits. They’re willing to pay a little more for wellness brands and know they can be good value.

But that value can’t come at a cost to others, or the environment. People want to know that the wellness brand they pick isn’t just good for them. They expect to make a choice without compromises - or baggage.
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLNESS
What makes a wellness brand?

To understand consumers’ personal perspective on wellness, we asked them what makes a wellness brand in 2020.

What we expected ranked highly – helps me stay in good health; is nutritious; helps me stay active.

What surprised us was the equal importance of factors like positive frame of mind, resilience, being aware of my body’s needs; providing a sense of harmony – and an emerging importance of ideas including providing a sense of purpose.

Our modern value systems drive stress, anxiety, and burnout, and are weakening our overall resilience. These results signal a significant shift in thinking about wellness in response.

- Helps me stay in good health 86%
- Puts me in a positive frame of mind 80%
- Are nutritious or nourishing 79%
- Improves the quality of my sleep 79%
- Keeps me operating at my best 78%
- Makes me aware of my body’s needs 77%
- Are wholesome 76%
- Enables me to stay active 75%
- Lowers my anxiety/stress 76%
- Promotes a sense of harmony and balance 74%
- Helps me be more productive 74%
- Helps me feel more resilient 73%
- Makes me feel I’ve made a good choice 72%
- Helps me make a positive difference in some way 71%
The new characteristics of wellness

Analysing the data, we found that consumers’ descriptions of wellness brands can be grouped into 4 specific sets of characteristics:

• Physical
• Mental
• Social
• Purposeful

This shows that for today’s consumer wellness is a holistic idea about themselves, their communities and their impact on the world.
1. Physical wellness benefits

It’s no surprise that physical benefits play a huge role in how consumers think about wellness brands:

• 86% of consumers say ‘helping me stay in good health” is the most important attribute of a wellness brand
• 75% say they “enable me to stay active”
• 75% say making healthy meals and 67% say getting better sleep are their top ways to improve how well they feel

This characteristic is all about how brands help people stay in good health and support them to stay active – whatever that means for them personally.

People value brands that help them be more aware of their body’s needs, build physical resilience and strength and help them operate at their best.
2. Mental wellness benefits

Caring for our mental health has become an important public conversation, and consumers clearly feel that supporting mental and emotional wellness is a key characteristic for wellness brands.

- 80% of consumers say that putting them in a positive frame of mind is an important attribute of a wellness brand
- 74% say that wellness brands should help promote a sense of harmony and balance
- 71% say wellness brands should help lower levels of stress and anxiety
- 62% say wellness brands should help them feel empowered

Knowing that one source of stress is worrying about whether wellness claims can be trusted, brands should consider the wellness signals they employ and how that can reassure and build their customers’ confidence.
3. Socially connected benefits

Helping us feel more connected to others and part of a 'tribe' is an emerging characteristic of wellness brands. This serves as an antidote to our increasingly individualistic, tech-driven, later marriage, lower birth rate and more affluent lives.

- 56% of consumers think wellness brands should “help me nurture or care for others”
- 53% say wellness brands should help people feel connected
- 53% say that wellness brands can help them feel they’re keeping up with modern times

We believe this is a relatively new characteristic of wellness. Loneliness and social isolation reduce wellbeing and 23% of adults in the United Kingdom, 22% in the United States, and even 9% in Japan (one of the most crowded nations), report always/often feeling lonely or socially isolated\(^5\). Brands that prioritise wellness help us feel like we’re making positive change for ourselves, and for others.

---

4. Purposeful impacts

Being a wellness brand means being a brand for people, community and planet. Consumers consider purpose and impact to be a characteristic of wellness brands.

• 71% of consumers say that wellness brands should help them make a positive difference in some way
• 72% say they should help consumers feel they’ve made a good choice
• 62% say wellness brands can give them a sense of purpose
• 60% say that wellness brands should be good for the environment

We can only expect this characteristic to increase in importance as climate anxiety rises especially among younger consumers.
3. WELLNESS DRIVES GROWTH
Finding opportunity in the US$4.5 trillion wellness economy

The Global Wellness Institute reports a US$4.5 trillion wellness economy in 2018 with these key sectors, some of which are interconnected.¹

We have selected 7 sectors accounting for over 50% of market value to examine in depth for opportunities.

Wellness brands will grow faster

Purpose-led brands grow $3x$ faster$^4$

Consumers measure a brand’s purpose in part through its wellness impacts.

Purpose is real to consumers when a brand improves their lives, their community and their environment – all characteristics of wellness brands.

Wellness makes purpose tangible, but consumers have high expectations. Wellness benefits have to be credible and easy to understand.

Consumers prefer brands with wellness benefits

A massive 80% of respondents say they feel confident they can improve their wellness.

Our survey shows that they are keen for brands to help them achieve this goal.

- 64% of consumers say they would always prefer to buy a brand a wellness product or service
- 59% say that wellness brands are worth paying more for
- 59% already have preferred wellness brands when shopping
- Almost half of all respondents are trying to learn more about wellness

53% find it hard to tell the difference between ‘real’ and ‘fake’ wellness products
4. BUILDING A WELLNESS BRAND
Every brand can find a wellness role

The majority of consumers believe that brands should play a role in helping people feel better, more confident and more well. For some brands, that role will be obvious and built explicitly into their purpose. Others will find their place further along the wellness continuum and build wellness into brand behaviours.

A wellness perspective can give your brand balance, and every brand can find a credible position along the wellness spectrum.
Finding a credible wellness role

Brands that sit at this end of the spectrum are those whose wellness characteristics are central to the brand.

This includes brands in sectors like health, fitness, personal care, nutrition, sleep which have traditionally been associated with wellness.

Wellness is often written into their brand proposition, ingredient story and their messaging.

*e.g. Kellogg’s: Wellbeing at the heart of the brand proposition*

For brands at this end of the spectrum, wellness isn’t central to the brand, but wellness characteristics can play a role in building credibility and relevance for consumers.

Wellness can be embedded into brand behaviours like sourcing and packaging, service development or the employer brand experience. It can inform customer experience, and partnerships.

*e.g. Marriott: Wellness as a lens on the customer experience*
Communicating about wellness

As the wellness economy grows and new brands enter the sector, those who take cues from consumers on storytelling and authenticity will thrive.

Brands should review and reconsider how they bring wellness to life throughout the customer journey. Wellness requires careful communication cues, as more than half of consumers express confusion and wellness claim fatigue.

Consider:

- How does a wellness lens influence your customer journey?
- Are visual and verbal cues meaningful and believable?
- Are benefit claims evidence-based?
- When describing less tangible benefits, is language evocative without being hyperbolic?
Understanding where your brand is today

To understand how brands are performing in wellness, Ogilvy has developed a proprietary tool that maps brands against these new characteristics of wellness.

The Ogilvy Wellness Brand Radar uses a quantitative survey conducted with external and/or internal audiences. Performance against the characteristics of wellness is plotted, with a set of key factors in each to diagnose expectations, gaps and opportunities.

This can reveal where brands have more permission than they thought, and how people are using their products and services on their wellness journey.

This radar can identify a clear roadmap for change and growth.
5. SECTOR DEEP DIVES

The sectors selected for deep dives account for over 50% of wellness market value. We quantified:

- Consumers’ wellness expectations in that sector
- How well brands currently meet expectations
- Where consumers think responsibility lies for wellness choices
- How they value wellness options in that sector
AIRLINES
52% believe it’s important for airlines to offer wellness benefits

35% think they currently deliver
Airlines aren’t yet meeting fast growing travel wellness expectations

**Moderate Gap**  
10% or less

**Large Gap**  
11-20%

**Very Large Gap**  
>20%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Moderate Gap</th>
<th>Large Gap</th>
<th>Very Large Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAILAND</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIA</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZERLAND</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRELAND</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERMANY</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dark blue area shows the percentage of consumers who agree it’s important that airline brands offer wellness options.

The light blue area shows how well they think brands are currently doing.

The difference between these scores is the opportunity gap.
The wellness traveller

No longer a small, elite group of leisure tourists who visit destination spas or yoga retreats, the *secondary wellness traveler* is a mainstream passenger who seeks to maintain wellness throughout the entire journey continuum. This group is growing - YouTube’s most popular yoga channel now features a “Yoga on a Plane” session.

51% of our respondents say wellness benefits from an airline are valuable to them (ranging up to 70% in Brazil), and 41% have chosen an airline specifically for its wellness benefits. Overall though, only 32% of respondents think that airlines are currently offering the wellness options they want.

Some wellness features have been halted short term to meet health and infection control concerns post-Covid. However, as airlines seek to lure passengers back to the skies, wellness will return as a critical differentiator. Offerings that span front door to beach front - brought to life through simulation of the experiential benefits will command a price premium again. VR has a significant role to play and is vastly under-utilised in airline wellness communications.
Singapore Airlines Wellness Focus

We asked The Points Guy UK Director of Content, Nicky Kelvin, to share his opinion of the world’s most recognised airline for wellness benefits. The ultimate wellness-in-the-sky torture test has to be flying the world’s longest non-stop airline route from Singapore to New York.

**Singapore Airlines** is leading the pack in delivering on the wellness continuum through travel preparation, onboard cuisine, rest and relaxation features, bedding and in-seat exercises.

Recognised wellness brands Canyon Ranch and Como Shambhala are prominent dining partners in the onboard menu featuring ingredients rich in antioxidants, micronutrients and immune-boosting benefits to promote digestion and circulation.

Specific cabin light settings throughout the journey provide enhanced ambience for rest across all cabin classes. Canyon Ranch exercise physiologists have designed guided stretching exercises.

The Singapore Airlines app also provides tips on maintaining sleeping patterns across time zones even before you fly, and which exercises to do onboard.
HOTELS
62% believe it’s important for hotels to offer wellness benefits

47% think they currently deliver
Hotels are delivering on wellness ahead of other sectors

The dark blue area shows the percentage of consumers who agree it's important that hotel brands offer wellness options.
The light blue area shows how well they think brands are currently doing.
The difference between these scores is the opportunity gap.
Redefining comfort through wellness

Consumers want healthier travel experiences that reflect their desire for wellness in their daily lives. Hotels appear to be responding, with some of the lower wellness gaps in our study, even in notoriously demanding Switzerland.

The concept of wellness for hotel guests has moved beyond fitness and food into the design of hotel spaces and experiences to increase the feeling of connection without the added visual noise.

Wellness design principles are being woven into the built environment, transforming even entry-level rooms. New build hotels – even budget level – give guests spaces that feel restorative. This includes a trend for natural, sustainable materials, and spaces that help reduce visual noise – especially in urban hotel environments.

Hotel wellness includes a new approach to creating communal spaces that create a sense of connection and ease, bringing social aspects of travel into the hotel – including lounges and bars that facilitate opportunities to meet new people for solo travellers, and curating unique experiences for guests to experience the local culture.
Marriott leads, in and out of their sector

Marriott International is the largest hotel company in the world with 30 brands, 7,000 properties and 700,000+ employees. Guests can take advantage of fitness classes, circadian rhythm lighting, air and water purification and guided meditations.

This all comes together in JW Marriott – 90 properties designed to promote wellbeing. They focus on creating environments and experiences that not only impact mind, body and spirit, but also fostering togetherness and multi-generational travel.

Marriott has recently extended their wellbeing leadership beyond the hotel experience, launching the TakeCare Certification program to reward and recognise organisations that are leading efforts to promote wellbeing in our communities.

This recognises that there are many ways to promote wellbeing and improve community mindedness including group activities, personal advancement and community involvement, financial wellbeing, mindfulness, fitness classes, and healthy eating.
THE IMPACT
OF COVID-19
Covid-19 and consumer’s intentions about wellness

As research fieldwork began in early April 2020, coronavirus was already sending half the world’s population into some form of lockdown and led to wellbeing declining rapidly for millions worldwide. Wellness comes sharply into focus at a time when we depend on both physical wellness and mental resilience to help prevent and/or overcome the impacts of Covid-19.

In response, most of us stockpiled staple foods (while some began bread making in earnest) to participate in the biggest resurgence of in-home dining in decades. Kantar global data from 12 countries\(^\text{10}\) indicates lockdown drove:

- 6 additional in-home meal occasions per week
- 50% more snacking occasions
- 40% resurgence in the long declining dessert category (a 61% increase in sweet baking in the UK alone)

We asked consumers if Covid-19 has impacted the importance they place on wellness and what actions they planned to take to improve their wellness.

7 How COVID-19 is impacting our Eating & Drinking habits, Kantar, June 2020
76% agree that Covid-19 has impacted the importance they place on wellness.
Covid-19 impacts vary widely by geography and stage of pandemic

Globally 76% of respondents reported an increased focus on wellness due to the pandemic, however the responses to this question varied widely by geography and likely by the pandemic stage and response within that country when fieldwork was conducted in early April 2020:

• Lower focus markets: Germany at 50% and Switzerland at 57% were notable deviations from the global average, potentially due to citizens feeling more confident in their country’s early response to the pandemic
• Higher focus markets: Indonesia 89%, Brazil 88%, Mexico & China 83% and Spain 81%. In these markets respondents also reported significantly higher interest in eating healthier foods and seeking out brands that help them improve their wellness. In Indonesia there was a strong move to taking nutritional supplements (79% vs 41% global average).

We believe the results reflect a moment in time; a combination of confidence and country response actions. A good follow up study would be to compare these scores when we have moved into a 6 months post-pandemic phase.
BUILDING WELLNESS BRANDS THAT MATTER
What’s next for wellness brands?

Consumers are asking brands to embrace the new characteristics of wellness, to evolve and innovate and become true partners on the wellness journey.

This research shows how seriously people take their wellness, and the role that brands can play to help achieve it.

This is more than a trend. It reflects a deeper commitment to live well.

Brands that can show how they support this will thrive in the new wellness economy.
Planning to make wellness matter across all time horizons

Successful wellness brands need to manage for different time horizons – winning in the now, while preparing for the medium-term and transforming for long-term growth.

Ogilvy’s operating system helps marketers manage their brand as a holistic and agile system – where every action and every experience builds the brand and business in interconnected ways.

To compete in the wellness economy, the OS helps marketers know what to say now, creating more empathetic comms for the medium term and innovate for the longer term.
Planning for tomorrow, acting today

Make brands matter **right now** with practical, helpful tips:

“10 great wellness hacks from brand x”

Make brands matter **medium term** by helping build more resilience into peoples lives:

- Expanding ranges to ensure consumers can find what they want
- Helping build consumer trust through transparent comms
- Being a wellness-focused employer

Make brands matter **in the years ahead** by harnessing wellness to drive purpose & innovation:

- How can the characteristics of wellness inspire your brand’s next great idea?
- How can wellness make your brand purpose more tangible and transformative?
Accelerating growth through a wellness lens

Ogilvy Innovation Workshops model and rapidly prototype growth opportunities for wellness brands in transition.

For established wellness brands, strategy and communications audits and the Ogilvy Brand Wellness Radar inform innovation and evolution.

- Evolving brand & comms strategy
- Product & service innovation
- Talent acquisition & retention
- Customer experiences with the right wellness cues
- New partnerships that change perception
Want to know more?

marion.mcdonald@ogilvy.com
Global Practice Lead,
Ogilvy Health & Wellness

benoit.defleuran@ogilvy.com
Global Planning Lead,
Ogilvy Health & Wellness

grace.morris@ogilvy.com
Global Knowledge Manager,
Ogilvy Health & Wellness
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